EVENTS of the FORTNIGHT

**ASPIRE Cafe for Postdoctoral Fellows: Everyday Networking**
Tuesday, February 14 • 9:00am • Light Hall 306 A&B

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**

Download the new Career Trends booklet from ScienceCareers. This year's focuses on Transferring Your Skills.

**Club Notes**

Vanderbilt STEM Teaching Journal Club will be meeting Thursday, Feb. 9 from 4-5pm in MRBIV 11455. We will be joined by Jean Alley of Vanderbilt CIRTL to discuss active learning strategies that promote diversity and inclusion.
The Vanderbilt student chapter of the American Association for Pharmaceutical Scientists (AAPS) is hosting, "A Career in Lobbying for a Non-Profit Organization" with speaker Denise Costanza, Government Relations, Director, Greater Southeast Affiliate, American Heart Association, on Thursday, February 23.

Experience Outside the Lab

Interest in medical informatics? An internship opportunity in software engineering research is available at Flatiron Health.

Insight Fellowships (7 week, full-time, post-graduate training fellowships leading to full-time industry employment) are open. Deadline is March 29.

The Harvard University Data Science Initiative is seeking applications for its inaugural Harvard Data Science Postdoctoral Fellows Program for the 2017-2018 academic year.

Each year the Center for Teaching (CFT) hires a number of graduate students to support its work with graduate students as TAs and future faculty members.

The American Meteorological Society Policy Program is recruiting volunteers to participate in Climate Science Day on Capitol Hill on March 20 and 21.

Career Exploration

STEM PhDs can make a positive impact on the planet by working in Conservation. Versatile PhD will host a free AMA-style panel discussion on PhD Careers in Conservation from Feb 6-10, 2017.

Nashville Area Career Fairs Consortium Teacher Recruitment Fair will be held at Nissan Stadium on Thursday, February 23, 2:00pm-5:00pm. For more information and to sign up, visit our blog post for the specific website and password.

The ASBMB Public Outreach Committee is proud to offer "The Art of Science Communication," an online course available for ALL scientists and STEM professionals.
UPCOMING EVENTS

**Practice Faculty Interviews with Dr. Chalkley**
December-February by appointment only

**ASPIRE Cafe for Postdoctoral Fellows: Everyday Networking**
Tuesday, February 14
9:00am
Light Hall 306 A&B

**Nashville Area Teacher Recruitment Fair**
Thursday, February 23

**ASPIRE Cafe for Postdoctoral Fellows: Project Management 101**
Tuesday, February 28
9:00am
Light Hall 306 A&B

**PhD Career Connections: From Science to CEO**
*Featuring David Reese, PhD, President and CEO, Provista Diagnostics*
Wednesday, March 1
10:45-11:45am
Light Hall 214
Registration requested.

**PhD & Master's Virtual Career Fair**
March 2, 2017

**ASPIRE to Connect**
*Featuring Mary Mitchell, author, speaker, and president, The Mitchell Organization*
Friday, March 3
1:00-4:00pm

**PhD Career Connections: From Science to CEO**
*Featuring David Reese, PhD, President and CEO, Provista Diagnostics*
Wednesday, March 1 • 10:45-11:45am • Light Hall 214

**ASPIRE to Connect**
*Save the date!*
**BRET 25th Reunion**
June 1-2, 2017
Student Life Center
Registration required.

Cincinnati Medical Center Postdoctoral Recruitment Event
Monday, March 6
More details coming soon.

RCR Day • Monday, May 15

BRET Annual Career Symposium + BRET Reunion • June 1-2, 2017

INTERNSHIP CORNER

The ASPIRE Program along with the Office of Career Development is excited to offer ASPIRE Internships. If interested in any of these opportunities, please email Ashley Brady to set up a brief meeting to discuss your interest.

Market Research Analyst, Tri-Star Health Partners (Deadline: February 15)

Let Ashley Brady know if you have questions that aren’t addressed in our ASPIRE Internship FAQs page. For more information, including eligibility requirements, please visit the internship page.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Follow us on Twitter! @VUBRETPhDJobs

If you would like to advertise an open job or postdoc position in the BRET Office of Career Development newsletter, please post the opportunity through our webform or contact Kate Stuart. We welcome submissions from faculty, alumni, postdocs, students, and the community.

Local Opportunities

Postdoctoral Fellow, Richmond Lab (focus on breast cancer), Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN

Staff Scientist Facility Head, Genetics and Genomics, National Institute on Aging, Baltimore, MD
Staff Scientist, Biomedical Informatics, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN

Research Programs Manager, Vanderbilt Institute for Clinical and Translational Research (VICTR)

Other Opportunities

Postdoctoral Fellow, Stanford Cancer Imaging Training Program

Postdoctoral Position, Lafora Disease Mechanisms and Therapeutic Development, UT-Southwestern, Dallas, TX

Staff Scientist, HIV Entry Mechanisms, National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases, Bethesda, MD

Staff Scientist, Calcium Signaling in Secretory Glands, National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research, Bethesda, MD

Science Policy Analyst, American Society of Human Genetics, Bethesda, MD

Director Research Administration, CURE Epilepsy, Chicago, IL

Diversity and Research Coordinator, Weill Cornell Medicine, New York, NY